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Abstract
Introduction: Older adults often experience incomplete recovery after a hip fracture. Rehabilitation programs with
progressive resistance training are associated with improved functional recovery. This systematic review and meta-
analysis with meta-regression a) evaluated resistance training characteristics reported in hip fracture rehabilitation
programs, b) performed meta-analysis of resistance training impact on strength (primary outcome), gait and physical
activity (secondary outcomes), and c) explored resistance training program characteristics associated with improved
outcomes using meta-regression. Materials and Methods: Medline, EMBASE, CINAHLPLUS, and Web of Science
Core Collection databases were searched (January2000–February2021). Randomized controlled trials including pro-
gressive resistance training rehabilitation programs after hip fracture surgery in adults ≥50 years old were included. Meta-
analyses and exploratory meta-regression were performed. Results: Meta-analysis showed significant increases in
strength (10 trials-728 participants; Standardized Mean Difference (SMD) [95%CI]; .40 [.02, .78]) immediately following
program completion in intervention relative to control participants. Meta-analysis on 5 trials (n = 384) with extended
follow up found no significant group differences (SMD = .47 [-.28, 1.23]) in strength. Center-based relative to home-
based programs were associated with significantly greater improvements in strength (P < .05) as were programs where
resistance training intensity was prescribed using one-repetition maximum relative to other exercise prescription
methods (P < .05). In gait meta-analysis (n = 10 trials-704 participants), gait speed in intervention participants immediately
after the program was significantly higher than control (SMD = .42 [.08, .76]) but this finding was not maintained in
extended follow-up (n = 5 trials-240 participants; SMD = .6 [-.26, .38]). Higher resistance training intensity was associated
with significant improvements in gait speed (P < .05). No meta-analysis was performed for the 3 heterogeneous studies
reporting physical activity.Discussion: Progressive resistance training improved muscle strength and gait speed after hip
fracture surgery in adults ≥50years old immediately after the program ended, but the longer-term impact may be more
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limited. Conclusions: Higher resistance training intensity and center-based programs may be associated with more
improvement, but require further research.
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Introduction

The prevalence of hip fracture is growing as our population
ages, with global predictions of 6.3 million hip fractures/
year by 2050.1 Hip fractures, common in older adults, are
associated with increased mortality risk2 and often lead to
decreased quality of life and independence.3

Structured rehabilitation can improve outcomes after
hip fracture.4-10 Evidence on rehabilitation impact is often
limited due to heterogeneity of rehabilitation program
content coupled with poor reporting of specific interven-
tion parameters (e.g., intervention timing, duration, in-
tensity, setting, etc.). These limitations make it difficult to
discern which rehabilitation intervention components may
produce maximal benefits for patients; understanding
which intervention components maximize patient out-
comes is paramount as many hip fracture patients do not
return to pre-fracture functional levels.3,11

Recent systematic reviews with meta-analyses dem-
onstrate the impact of such intervention heterogeneity on
determination of rehabilitation impact; these recent
reviews,4,6,7,10,12,13 which were performed at similar time
points, included different trials despite having similar
aims. While all meta-analyses consistently demonstrated
that exercise early after hip fracture can improve patient
outcomes, most provided little guidance on the types of
exercise that should be offered to patients to augment
recovery; this information is needed so that clinicians
develop rehabilitation programs that can maximize ben-
efits for patients.

Diong et al. and Zhang et al. included meta-regression, a
statistical technique that examines associations between
study level characteristics (rather than participant level)14

and study outcomes to try to identify program components
associated with better outcomes.6,7,13 Both evaluations
found that including progressive resistance training pro-
grams in rehabilitation interventions improved patient
outcomes after hip fracture. However, to date, there has
been no attempt to systematically explore specific resis-
tance training program characteristics associated with
improved functional recovery after hip fracture, such as
timing of the intervention, duration of program, and the
frequency, intensity and type of resistance exercises per-
formed, including equipment used. Understanding the
impact of progressive resistance training components
could improve the design and delivery of future

rehabilitation programs for hip fracture patients to improve
outcomes.

Therefore, the purpose of this systematic review with
meta-analyses was to a) evaluate reported resistance training
program parameters in randomized controlled trials that
compared progressive resistance training programs after hip
fracture to usual care or programs without progressive re-
sistance training, b) perform meta-analysis to investigate if
resistance training programs influenced rehabilitation out-
comes (strength [primary outcome], gait and physical ac-
tivity [secondary outcomes]), and c) explore if specific
progressive resistance training program components were
associated with improved strength, gait and physical activity
using meta-regression where appropriate.

Materials and Methods

The protocol was registered in the PROSPERO database
(https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.
php?ID=CRD42018111803).

Search Strategy and Literature Sources

Medline, EMBASE, CINAHLPLUS, and Web of Science
Core Collection databases were searched for randomized
controlled trials published between January 2000 and
February 2021. The search combined the concepts of hip
fracture, exercise programs, and outcomes of interest
(strength, gait, physical activity). Within concepts,
searches for synonyms were conducted using the OR
operator before combining concepts using AND. (see full
search strategy Supplemental File 1).

Eligibility Criteria

Trials were selected using the following inclusion cri-
teria: 1) randomized controlled trials; 2) participants
aged 50 years or older; 3) participants undergoing
surgery for hip fracture; 4) compared a progressive
resistance training intervention to usual care (or an in-
tervention without progressive resistance training); 5)
reported at least some details of the resistance training
intervention (i.e., timing of intervention initiation,
program duration, frequency of sessions, progressive
resistance training intensity, setting [home vs center];
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progressive resistance training equipment used [ma-
chine vs weights/bands or bodyweight]); 6) included
strength, gait, and/or physical activity outcomes and 7)
were published in English.

Two independent reviewers screened the titles and
abstracts as well as the full texts according to standardized
criteria. For disagreements during the selection process, a
third reviewer was consulted to facilitate consensus. Study
selection was performed using Covidence, an online-tool
developed for systematic reviews by the Cochrane Col-
laboration that follows the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
guidelines.15

Quality Assessment

Quality assessment of included trials was performed using
the validated PEDro scale.16,17 Trials were considered
moderate to high quality when the final score was 5 or
higher. Two independent assessors evaluated the quality of
included articles with a third reviewer consulted to fa-
cilitate consensus when needed.

Data Extraction

The included trials were individually reviewed with the
study details extracted (i.e., sample size, participant age,
sex, outcome/outcome measures, and assessment time
points) as well as reported intervention characteristics (i.e.,
treatment setting, intervention initiation time, equipment
type, intensity, number of sessions, and duration) and
outcomes (i.e., strength, gait, physical activity).

Statistical Analysis

Knee or leg extension strength was used as the repre-
sentative strength measure as it was most commonly re-
ported. For trials reporting both measures, knee extension
was selected. Gait speed, timed up and go (TUG) test, and
6 minute walk tests (6MWT) were the gait measures. For
trials with multiple gait measures, separate analyses were
conducted on each measure (gait speed, TUG, and
6MWT). Further, separate analyses were performed for
assessments conducted immediately after program com-
pletion and those conducted as additional follow ups
subsequent to program completion.

Standardized mean difference (effect size) based on
Hedges’ g method was used based on sample sizes
available at post-intervention assessments. Conventional
(Frequentist method) as well as Random-effects Bayesian
meta-analytic methods were used to examine the imme-
diate effects of progressive resistance training on strength
and gait measures as well as longer-term impact of the
programs when extended follow-up assessment was

reported. For Bayesian meta-analysis, normal distribution
was defined as the priors for the true pooled effect size and
Half-Cauchy distribution was defined as the priors for the
between-study heterogeneity. N = 5,000 was used as the
total number of iterations for Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) simulation based on Gibbs sampler. Statistical
analysis was performed using SAS (Version 9.4), IBM
SPSS Statistics (Version 25), and R-package (Version
3.5.0) as analytic tools.

To consider variation in outcomes among studies
(heterogeneity), we used random-effects approach
which allows the study outcomes to vary in a normal
distribution between studies. The I2 statistic with 95%
confidence interval was examined to understand the
variation across studies that was due to heterogeneity
rather than chance.

Outcomes immediately after intervention completion
were explored further using either univariate linear meta-
regression (continuous variables with a continuous out-
come) or subgroup analysis with Mixed-Effects Model
(categorical variables with a continuous outcome) when
there were a minimum of 10 trials for the outcome of
interest. When reported, we explored associations between
the outcomes and the following resistance training
characteristics:

(1) Intervention setting—analyzed as a dichotomous
variable of center-based (e.g., hospital, outpatient
clinic, research lab, senior gym) vs home-based
setting.

(2) Time between surgery and initiating the
intervention—analyzed both as a continuous
variable (in weeks) and a categorical variable.
Interventions were categorized as early-initiating
(commencing <8 weeks after surgery), mid-
initiating (commencing 8–24weeks after sur-
gery) and late-initiating (commencing >24weeks
after surgery).

(3) Type of progressive resistance equipment used—
analyzed as a dichotomous variable of machine vs
other equipment (i.e., resistance bands, weights,
and sand bags).

(4) Progressive resistance training intensity—
analyzed as a continuous variable.

(5) Progressive resistance training intensity
prescription—analyzed as a dichotomous vari-
able based on percentage of one-repetition
maximum or other methods (i.e., constant
weight, 8 or 10 repetition maximum, and per-
ceived exertion)

(6) Number of exercise sessions—analyzed as a
continuous variable.

(7) Duration of intervention (in weeks)—analyzed as
a continuous variable.
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Univariate meta-regression was performed only
on strength and gait speed assessed immediately
after completion of the training programs as these
were the only parameters with adequate numbers of
trials to perform a meta-regression. Physical activity
measures were not included in the meta-analyses or
meta-regression due to substantial heterogeneity and
limited number of included studies assessing this
outcome.

Results

Search Results
The search identified 1289 references, with 655 duplicates
subsequently excluded. After duplicates were removed, 2
independent reviewers evaluated the remaining 634 ab-
stracts, excluding 582 that did not meet the eligibility
criteria. The full-text of the remaining 52 trials were then
assessed with 35 trials excluded (Figure 1). Data were

Figure 1. PRISMA diagram of search results.
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extracted for the remaining 17 trials followed by quality
assessment.

Study Characteristics and Methodological Reporting

Characteristics of study samples and methods are pre-
sented in Table 1. Overall, there were 1512 participants
with trial size ranging from 25 to 332 participants. Most

trials received moderate to high quality PEDro scores
(Mean score: 6.5; Min: 3; Max: 8). For the most part, trials
had groups that were well-matched at baseline, so our
evaluation focused on the difference in the relevant out-
comes rather than patient or surgery characteristics.

Overall, there were 9 center-based interventions5,18-25

and 7 home-based interventions;9,26-31 (1 was unde-
fined32). Six interventions initiated before 8 weeks

Table 1. Characteristics of included studies.

Study
PEDro
Score

Age Mean (SD)
Intervention
Control

Female N (%)
Intervention
Control

Number of
Participants
Intervention
Control Outcome Measures Assessment Time Points

Mitchell
200121

6 81.0 (SE: 1.2) 34 (85%) 40 Strength: Leg extensor
power(W)*

Baseline; 6 weeks (end of
intervention); 16
weeks (10 weeks after
the end of
intervention)

79.1 (SE: 1.3) 33 (82.5%) 40 Mobility: Gait speed (m/s)*;
TUG (s)*

Hauer
200218

6 81.7 (7.6) 15 (100%) 15 Strength: Leg press, 1RM
(kg); leg extensor (N)*

Pre-randomization (3–4
weeks after admission
to rehab hospital); end
of training; 3 months
follow-up

80.8 (7.0) 13 (100%) 13 Mobility: Walking velocity
(m/s)*; TUG (s)*

Physical activity: Physical
activity questionnaire for
elderly

Binder
20045

7 80 (7) 33 (72%) 46 Strength: Knee extension
60°/s (ft/lb)*

Baseline; 3 months; 6
months

81 (8) 34 (77%) 44 Mobility: Fast walking speed
(m/min)*

Peterson
200422

3 79 (7) 30 (78.9%) 38 Strength: Right quadriceps
(lb); Left quadriceps (lb)*

11 weeks post-surgery;
8–10 weeks after 1st

assessment78 (8) 28 (87.5%) 32 Mobility: TUG (s)*; 6MWT
(m)*

Mangione
200527

6 77.9 (7.9) 7 (64%) 11 Strength: Maximal
voluntary isometric force
of the lower extremity
(kg)

Before exercise trial;
upon completion of
exercise trial

77.8 (7.3) 8 (80%) 10 Mobility: 6MWT (m)*; Free
gait speed (m/s)*

Tsauo
200530

4 74.1 (12.0) 10 (72.9%) 13 Strength: Hip extensor
strength (N); knee-
extensor strength (N)*

Week of discharge; 1
month post-discharge;
3 months post-
discharge; 6 months
post-discharge

71.9 (12.5) 10 (83.7%) 12 Mobility: Walking speed
(m/min)*

Mård
200820

7 74 (6) 16 (69.6%) 23 Strength: Maximal
isometric knee extension
strength (N)*

Before intervention; after
intervention

74 (7) 16 (80%) 20 Mobility: TUG (s)*; walking
time (s)

Portegijs
200823

6 73.8 (6.6) 16 (66.7%) 24 Strength: Isometric knee
extension torque (Nm)*;
leg extension power (W)

Before intervention; after
intervention

74.1 (7.2) 16 (72.7%) 22 Mobility: Walking speed
(m/s)*

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Study
PEDro
Score

Age Mean (SD)
Intervention
Control

Female N (%)
Intervention
Control

Number of
Participants
Intervention
Control Outcome Measures Assessment Time Points

Mangione
201028

7 79.6 (5.9) 12 (86%) 14 Strength: Summed lower
extremity torque (N)

Baseline (6 months after
fracture); immediately
after intervention; 1
year after fracture

82.0 (6.0) 9 (75%) 12 Mobility: Usual gait speed
(m/s); Fast gait speed
(m/s)*; 6MWT (m)*

Orwig
201129

6 82.5 (7.1) 91 (100%) 91 Physical activity: Time in
exercise behavior
(hours); energy
expenditure (kcal)

Baseline (22 days post-
fracture); 2 months
post-fracture; 6
months post-fracture;
12 months post-
fracture

82.3 (6.9) 89 (100%) 89

Sylliaas
201124

8 82.1 (6.5) 85 (85.0%) 100 Strength: Sit to stand (sec);
step height (cm)

Baseline; post-
intervention (3
months)82.9 (5.8) 40 (75.5%) 50 Mobility: 6MWT (m)*;

maximum gait speed
(m/s)*; TUG (s)*

Sylliaas
201225

8 82.4 (6.5) 39 (82.1%) 48 Strength: Sit to stand (sec);
step height (cm)

Baseline; post-
intervention (36 weeks
after the fracture)82.2 (5.1) 38 (81.2%) 47 Mobility: 6MWT (m)*;

maximum gait speed
(m/s)*; TUG (s)*

Latham
20149

7 77.2 (10.2) 83 (69.2%) 120 Strength: Isometric knee
extension (lb)*

Baseline; 6 months
(completion of the
intervention); 9
months

78.9 (9.4) 77 (68.8%) 112

Kronborg
201719

8 79.8 (7.7) 36 (80%) 45 Strength: Maximal
voluntary torque knee
extension (Nm/Kg)
fractured limb % of non-
fractured limb (MVT F%
NF); MVT fractured
(Nm/kg)*

Baseline (1 ± 3 days after
surgery); postoperative
(day 10 or discharge)

79.3 (7.5) 33 (73%) 45 Mobility: TUG (s)*
Turunen
201731

7 80.9 (7.7) 31 (78) 40 Physical activity: Number of
participants who engaged
in moderate to heavy
physical activity n (%)

Baseline; 3 months; 6
months; 12 months; 24
months

79.1 (6.4) 32 (78) 41

Magaziner
201926

8 80.3 (8.0) 80 (76.2%) 105 Strength: Isometric
quadriceps strength on
non-fractured side (lbs of
force/lb of body weight);
isometric quadriceps
strength on fractured
side (lbs of force)*†

Baseline; 16 weeks; 40
weeks

81.2 (8.8) 81 (77.1%) 105 Mobility: Gait speed, 4-m
usual walk (m/s); gait
speed, 50-ft fast walk
(m/s)*; 6MWT (m)*

Wu 202032 6 77.6 (2.7) 11 (48%) 23 Strength: Knee-extensor
maximum voluntary
isometric contraction
(MVIC) force (N)

Before intervention; after
intervention

78.4 (4.1) 11 (50%) 22 Mobility: 6MWT (m)

TUG, Timed up and go test; 6MWT, 6 minute walk test; * shows the outcomes that are included in the analysis; †data obtained directly from the author.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the interventions.

Study Setting Intervention Initiation

Progressive
Resistance

Equipment Type
Resistance
Intensity

Number of
sessions

Intervention
Duration

Mitchell
200121

Orthogeriatric unit,
and community
follow-up

Median 15 days post-
surgery

Weighted
sandbags

50%–80%
1RM

12 6 weeks

Hauer 200218 Outpatient geriatric
rehabilitation unit

6–8 weeks post-
surgery

Leg press and cable
pulley system

70–90%
Max
workload

36 12 weeks

Binder 20045 Community (Indoor
exercise facility at
the University
Medical Center
campus)

Within 16 weeks post-
surgery

Weightlifting
machine

65%–100%
RM

72 6 months

Peterson
200422

Community
(outpatient
department)

11 weeks post-surgery Free weights,
isokinetic
training
machine, total
gym

60% 1RM 16 8 weeks

Mangione
200527

Home 19.4 (SD:11.7) weeks
post-surgery

Portable
progressive-
resistive
exercise
machine, Body
weight

80% RM 20 12 weeks (Phase
1: 2 months;
Phase 2: 1
month)

Tsauo 200530 Home 11.1 (SD:4.2) days
post-fracture

1-kg sandbag 1-kg 8 3 months

Mård 200820 Senior gym Within 6 months to 7
years after fracture

Pneumatic
resistance
equipment

60–80% RM 24 12 weeks

Portegijs
200823

Community (research
laboratory and
senior gym)

.5 to 7.0 years after hip
fracture (over 4
years)

Pneumatic
resistance
equipment

60%–80% 1-
RM

24 12 weeks

Mangione
201028

Home 5.5–6.5 months after
fracture

Portable
progressive-
resistive
exercise
machine, body
weight

80% RM 20 10 weeks

Orwig 201129 Home 67.8 days after
fracture (range, 25–
203 days)

Thera-Band
products, ankle
cuff weights

— 56 1 year

Sylliaas201124 Community
(outpatient clinic)

3 months after the
fracture

Weight belts 70%–80%
1RM

36 (24
supervised
+12 home)

3 months

Sylliaas
201225

Community
(outpatient clinic)

24 weeks post-
fracture

Weight belts 80% 1RM 24 (12
supervised
+12 home)

12 weeks

Latham 20149 Home 9.5 (SD:5.2) months Thera-bands,
weighted vests

— 72 6 months

Kronborg
201719

Acute in-hospital Between
postoperative day 2
and 8 (mean of 2.3
(SD:0.8) days to 8.2
(SD:2.9) days)

Ankle weight cuffs 10RM ±
2RM

5.5 (SD:2.8) 6.7 (SD:2.9) days

Turunen
201731

Home 42 (SD:23) days after
discharge from
hospital

Resistance bands — 1 year

(continued)
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postoperatively,18,19,21,29-31 5 initiated between 8 and
24 weeks postoperatively5,22,24,26,27 and 6 initiated after
24 weeks postoperatively.9,20,23,25,28,32

There was also substantial heterogeneity across interven-
tions in terms of program duration, frequency and intensity.
Program duration and frequency was as short as 1 week with
daily progressive resistance exercises19 while 2 trials offered
1 -year interventions,29,31 once a week29 or at unspecified
frequency.31 The most common duration of interventions was
12weeks, used by 8 trials18,20,23-25,27,30,32 at varying frequency
of weekly sessions. Exercise machines were used in 9
trials5,18,20,22,23,26-28,32 with the remaining 8 trials using other
progressive resistance equipment.9,19,21,22,24,25,29,31 Charac-
teristics of the interventions are shown in Table 2.

Strength Meta-analysis

Of the 17 trials, two did not measure strength.29,31 Meta-
analysis on strength was conducted with 10 trials (n = 728
participants) that measured knee or leg extension

strength.5,9,18-23,26,30 Results from Conventional (Fre-
quentist) meta-analysis found a significant increase in
strength measures in the intervention relative to control
group immediately after the intervention (Standardized
Mean Difference (SMD) [95% CI] .40 [.02, .78]; Het-
erogeneity: I2 = 73%, τ2 = .22, P < .01) (Figure
2).5,9,18–23,26,30 Meta-analysis on 5 trials (n = 384) with
follow-up assessments (Mean ± Standard Deviation (SD):
14.0 ± 5.7 weeks after completion of the intervention)
suggested that the greater improvement in strength in the
intervention relative to control group was not maintained
(SMD [95% CI] = .47 [-.28, 1.23]; Heterogeneity: I2 =
81%, τ2 = .28, P < .01) (Figure 2).9,18,21,26,30 Bayesian
meta-analysis method demonstrated similar findings (see
Supplementary File 1-Figure 1).

Five trials were not included in the meta-
analysis.24,25,27,28,32 Mangione et al. (2005, 2010) reported
on total isometric force of lower extremity using a manual
grading system.27,28 Mangione et al. (2005) showed
greater improvement in strength in the intervention groups

Table 2. (continued)

Study Setting Intervention Initiation

Progressive
Resistance

Equipment Type
Resistance
Intensity

Number of
sessions

Intervention
Duration

Magaziner
201926

Home Median: 13.6 weeks
post-hospitalization

Portable
progressive
resistance
device,
bodyweight

8RM 32–40 (Mean:
36)

16 weeks

Wu 202032 Undefined 24 weeks post-
fracture

Leg press,
ergometer

85% (1RM) 36 12 weeks

RM: Repetition maximum.

Figure 2. Forest plots of immediate and long-term effects of resistance training on muscle strength and gait speed (conventional
[Frequentist] meta-analysis); (a) immediate effect of resistance training onmuscle strength; (b) immediate effect of resistance training on
gait speed; (c) long-term effect of resistance training on muscle strength; (d) long-term effect of resistance training on gait speed.
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compared to the control group.27 In Mangione et al.
(2010), strength improved significantly in the intervention
group both immediately after completion of the training
program and at 1-year follow-up.28 Sylliaas et al. (2011,
2012) used the sit-to-stand test and maximum step high test
to measure strength and reported significant improvements
in intervention relative to control groups.24,25 Wu et al.
(2020) did not include standard deviation, so was excluded
from the meta-analysis, but they did report significant
increase in knee-extensor maximum voluntary isometric
contraction force after the intervention with no significant
change in control group.32

Gait Meta-analysis

Of the included 17 trials, 3 did not measure gait
outcomes.9,29,31

Gait Speed. Ten trials (n = 704 participants) were included
in the gait speed meta-analysis.5,18,21,23-28,30 Results from
Conventional (Frequentist) meta-analysis found a

significant increase in gait speed in the intervention relative
to control group immediately after the intervention (SMD
[95%CI] = .42 [.08, .76]; Heterogeneity: I2 = 65%, τ2 = .17,
P < .01) (Figure 2).5,18,21,23–28,30 Meta-analysis on 5 trials
(n = 240) with follow-up assessments (Mean ± SD: 14.4 ±
5.5 weeks after program completion) indicated that the
greater change in gait speed in the intervention relative to
control group was not maintained (SMD [95%CI] = .6
[-.26, .38]; Heterogeneity: I2 = 0%, τ2 = .028, P = .61)
(Figure 2).18,21,26,28,30 Bayesian meta-analysis method
demonstrated similar findings (Supplementary File 1-
Figure 1).

Timed up and go (TUG). 7 trials (n = 500 participants) were
included in the TUG meta-analysis.18-22,24,25 Results
from Conventional (Frequentist) meta-analysis found no
significant change in the TUG in the intervention rel-
ative to control group immediately after the intervention
(SMD [95% CI] = .26 [-.32, .85]; Heterogeneity: I2 =
86%, τ2 = .33, P < .01) (Supplementary File 1-Figure
2).18–22,24,25 Meta-analysis on 2 trials (n = 68

Figure 3. Forest plots of subgroup analysis using the Mixed-Effects Model (random-effects model within subgroups, fixed-effects
model between subgroups); (a) immediate effect of resistance training on muscle strength by program setting (center-based vs
home-based); (b) immediate effect of resistance training on gait speed by program setting (center-based vs home-based); (c)
immediate effect of resistance training on muscle strength by intensity prescription based on %RM (yes vs no); (d) immediate effect of
resistance training on gait speed by intensity prescription based on %RM (yes vs no).
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participants) with follow-up assessments (Mean ± SD:
11.0 ± 1.4 weeks after program completion) also did not
show any changes in TUG results in the intervention
relative to control group (SMD [95% CI] = .13 [-.92,
1.18]; Heterogeneity: I2 = 0%, τ2 = .0008, P = .73)
(Supplementary File 1-Figure 2).18,21 Bayesian meta-
analysis method demonstrated similar findings
(Supplementary File 1-Figure 3).

Six minute walk test (6MWT). 6 trials (n = 540 participants)
were included in the 6MWT meta-analysis.22,24-28 Results
from Conventional (Frequentist) meta-analysis showed
that there was no significant change in the 6MWT in the
intervention relative to control group immediately after the
intervention (SMD [95%CI] = .16 [-.34, .67]; Heteroge-
neity: I2 = 80%, τ2 = .16, P < .01) (Supplementary File 1-
Figure 2).22,24–28 Meta-analysis on 2 trials (n = 145 par-
ticipants) with follow-up assessments (Mean ± SD: 19.0 ±
7.1 weeks after program completion) also did not show any
changes in 6MWT results in the intervention relative to
control group (SMD [95% CI] = .15 [-3.77, 4.06]; Het-
erogeneity: I2 = 53%, τ2 = .11, P = .14) (Supplementary
File 1-Figure 2).26,28 Bayesian meta-analysis method
demonstrated similar findings (Supplementary File 1-
Figure 3).

Wu et al. (2020) was excluded from the meta-analysis
because they did not report means or standard deviations;
they reported no significant change in 6MWT distance in
either intervention or control group.32

Physical Activity

Only 3 studies reported physical activity measures; no
meta-analysis was performed due to heterogeneous data.
Hauer et al. (2002) used a physical activity questionnaire
to assess the efficacy of high intensity progressive re-
sistance training after hip surgery. They found significant
improvements in physical activity in the intervention
group relative to control, but some of these improvements
were not maintained after intervention completion.18 In a
study by Orwig et al. (2011), participants in a year-long

home-based progressive resistance exercise program
reported spending more time in exercise behavior and
more energy over the course of the program.29 Turunen
et al. (2017) examined the effect of a year-long home-
based rehabilitation program including progressive re-
sistance training on the participants’ physical activity.
Findings indicated that there was an increase in the
number of patients who engaged in moderate to heavy
physical activity in the intervention group compared with
the control group.31

Strength Meta-regression

In 7 of 10 trials reporting strength measures, progressive
resistance training was center-based,5,18-23 with the re-
maining 3 conducted in home settings.9,26,30 In 4 trials, the
intervention started early after surgery (<8 weeks),18,19,21,30

while intervention initiation time was 8–24 weeks after
surgery in 3 trials5,22,26 and >24 weeks in 3 trials.9,20,23 6
trials used resistance machines for training18,20,22,23,26 while
the remaining 4 trials used other equipment (resistance
bands, weights, or sand bags).9,19,21,30 Progressive resis-
tance intensity was prescribed based on percentage of one-
repetition maximum in 6 trials5,18,20-23 with the remaining 4
using constant weight, perceived exertion, 8 or 10 repetition
maximum.9,19,26,30

Univariate meta-regression showed no significant
associations between the intervention initiation time,
progressive resistance training intensity, number of
exercise sessions, or duration of intervention with
strength measures immediately after program comple-
tion (Table 3). However, subgroup analysis with a
Mixed-Effects Model indicated that there were signifi-
cantly greater improvements in strength in center-based
relative to home-based programs immediately after the
intervention completed (P < .05; Figure 3). Further,
there was a significantly greater improvement in strength
in programs where progressive resistance exercise in-
tensity was prescribed based on percentage of one-
repetition maximum relative to those that used other
methods of exercise prescription (constant weight, 8 or

Table 3. Associations between the progressive resistance training program characteristics and outcomes (continuous) immediately
after completion of the training programs.

Strength Gait Speed

Characteristics Beta P value 95% CI for Estimate Beta P value 95% CI for Estimate

Program initiation (mean: weeks) .000 .907 �.006�.006 �.002 .366 �.007�.003
Resistance training intensity (mean: %RM) 1.930 .410 �2.657�6.517 4.615 .027 .532�8.697
Number of sessions (N) �.001 .848 �.015�.012 .005 .523 �.011�.022
Duration (mean: weeks) �.009 .688 �.053�.035 .018 .570 �.045�.082

RM: Repetition maximum; Univariate Meta-Regression indicates significant association between exercise intensity and gait speed (P < .05).
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10 repetition maximum, and perceived exertion) (P <
.05; Figure 3). There was no significant difference in
change in strength based on intervention initiation
(Early vs Mid vs Late) (P = .37) or type of equipment
used (resistance machine vs others) (P = .99)
(Supplementary File 1-Figure 4).

Gait Speed Meta-regression and
Mixed-Effects Model

In 6 of 10 trials reporting gait speed, progressive resistance
training was center-based,5,18,21,23-25 with the remaining 4
conducted in home settings.26-28,30 In 3 trials, the inter-
vention started early after surgery (<8 weeks)18,21,30 while
the intervention initiation time was 8–24 weeks after
surgery in 6 trials5,24-28 and >24 weeks in 1 trial.23 6 trials
used resistance machines for training,5,18,23,26-28 whereas 4
others used other equipment (weights or sand
bags).21,24,25,30 Progressive resistance training intensity
was prescribed based on percentage of one-repetition
maximum in 8 trials5,18,21,23-25,27,28 while the remaining
trials used constant weight or 8 repetition maximum.26,30

Univariate meta-regression analysis showed that higher
progressive resistance training intensity was significantly
associated with greater improvements in gait speed im-
mediately after program completion (P < .05, Table 3).
There were no significant associations between the in-
tervention initiation time, number of exercise sessions, or
duration of intervention with gait speed immediately after
completion of the interventions (Table 3). Subgroup
analysis with Mixed-Effects Model showed no significant
difference in change in gait speed based on intervention
setting (center vs home) (P = .20), progressive resistance
training intensity prescription (% of one-repetition maxi-
mum vs other) (P = .74; Figure 3), intervention initiation
(Early vs Mid vs Late) (P = .35), or type of equipment used
(resistance machine vs others) (P = .64; Supplementary
File 1-Figure 4).

Discussion

This meta-analysis found that progressive resistance
training as part of a rehabilitation program is highly het-
erogeneous in terms of timing of initiation, setting, and
duration. The frequency and intensity of these interven-
tions and the type of resistance equipment used was also
variable. Further, it is essential that rehabilitation programs
define the program components being offered, so that the
impact of specific components as well as their interaction
can be evaluated to determine the overall impact on pa-
tients’ recovery. Despite the substantial number of sys-
tematic reviews and meta-analyses performed on
rehabilitation or exercise after hip fracture,4,6,7,10,12,13 we
were only able to find 17 trials that reported specifically on

progressive resistance training programs and their pa-
rameters. Our findings support the use of the TIDieR
guidelines in future randomized trials to facilitate im-
proved reproducibility of interventions.33

Despite this marked heterogeneity, similar to
others,6,7,13 our meta-analysis found that progressive re-
sistance training improved both strength and gait speed
relative to usual care or comparison interventions that did
not include progressive resistance training programs. Al-
though our meta-regression was exploratory and should be
interpreted with some caution, we identified progressive
resistance training components worthy of further investi-
gation to maximize improvements in strength and gait
speed after a hip fracture. Specifically, progressive resis-
tance training intensity prescription based on percentage of
one-repetition maximum appears to be more effective for
improvements in strength than other methods of exercise
intensity prescription while higher intensity programs also
improved gait speed. Superiority of higher vs lower in-
tensity progressive resistance training to improve strength
has been reported previously.34 Center-based programs also
appeared superior to those conducted in home settings in
improving strength. This might be related to more intensive
supervision and exercise compliance in center-based vs
home-based programs. Lower levels of supervision in
home-based programs may result in lower adherence to the
prescribed intensity, or even completion of program com-
ponents. Participants might also be apprehensive about
exercising independently in their homes after a hip fracture,
which might slow their progression or completion of the
exercises.

The greater improvements in both strength and gait
speed in the intervention relative to control group appeared
to be mitigated within an average of 14 weeks after par-
ticipants completed the formal rehabilitation program. This
might be attributed to the small number of trials (n = 5; 384
participants) with follow-up assessments that continued
beyond the intervention as the intervention groups con-
tinued to show higher mean strength values in the long
term in 4 of the 5 trials with follow-up assessments on
strength measures,9,18,21,30 but our findings were not sta-
tistically significant. Thus, our analysis on the long-term
impact of progressive resistance training on strength is
likely under-powered.

Similar findings were seen with gait speed, which im-
proved immediately after completion of the progressive
resistance training program, but the achieved gains in the
intervention relative to control group were also mitigated
over time. Again, our results should be interpreted with
caution due to the small number of trials (n = 5; 240 par-
ticipants) that performed extended follow-up evaluations.
Future trials should consider longer-term follow-up to de-
termine if the positive impact of progressive resistance
training can be maintained following the intervention.
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The effect of progressive resistance training on TUG
and 6MWTwas not significant. Although muscle strength
can affect mobility and gait, other factors such as balance
also contribute.20 Moreover, factors such as fear of falling
might play important roles in individual’s walking per-
formance,23 with patients continuing to walk at lower gait
speed to avoid falling or continuing habitual slow walking
practices that may develop after the hip fracture.

Further, Latham et al. (2014), have previously estab-
lished that to improve patient’s functional abilities, training
should focus on specific tasks as opposed to general
training.9 Trials mostly commonly were focused on
common strength and gait outcomes, but progressive re-
sistance training programs may be of greater benefit to
patients after hip fracture if they focus on training func-
tional performance in activities of interest for the patient.
Future trials should consider how to develop and incor-
porate higher intensity progressive resistance training that
focuses on performance of functional tasks.

Study strengths include using meta-analysis to assess the
weighted impact of the intervention on patient outcomes and
also using meta-regression to try to delineate the impact of
specific resistance program characteristics on outcome. We
were able to identify a limited number of trials that reported
the resistance training characteristics so that we could ex-
plore how intervention characteristics affected outcomes.
The marked heterogeneity even amongst these trials in
progressive resistance training program characteristics
suggests that further work is needed to improve reporting in
order to determine how tomaximize the impact of resistance
training for patients’ quality of life. However, we were able
to identify important factors for clinicians and researchers to
consider when developing and/or evaluating a resistance
training program as our findings do suggest that higher
progressive resistance training intensity, center-based pro-
grams may have more impact on patient outcomes.

Further, we avoided common pitfalls of meta-regression.
We only explored study level characteristics to prevent
ecological fallacy14,35 where average patient level charac-
teristic (e.g., age), which may not reflect the true individual
level characteristics, are evaluated in relation to study
outcomes as was done in previous meta-regressions.6,7,13 In
addition, we did not over-fit our meta-regression models as
we only performed meta-regression when we had at least 10
trials reporting the outcome of interest.36

However, we did not define the progressive resistance
training program characteristics that we were going to
explore using meta-regression a priori as the first objective
of our reviewwas to determine what program characteristics
were being reported in current randomized trials.14,35 This
limitation may have created potential for misleading con-
clusions in our meta-regression, so we encourage further
evaluation of program characteristics to identify those as-
sociated with better patient outcomes. Further, despite the

numerous systematic reviews that examine the impact of
rehabilitation programs after hip fracture,4,6,7,10,12,13 we
were constrained in our evaluation that focused on the
progressive resistance training component by the limited
number of trials that reported specific resistance training
program characteristics. Hence, our meta-regression was
limited and we were unable to perform meta-regression to
determine the longer-term impact of progressive resistance
training programs.

Conclusions

The current study suggests that while progressive resistance
training programs are associated with at least short-term
benefits in strength and gait speed, the effect of resistance
training after program completion requires more evaluation
as it appears that these positive benefits may reduce over
time. Only a small number of trials performed assessments
over time after the intervention ended, so further work is
required to determine if program benefits can bemaintained.
Higher progressive resistance training intensity and center-
based resistance training programs may also be associated
with higher strength gains and improved gait speed im-
mediately following the intervention.

While this review provides further insights into pro-
gressive resistance training program characteristics that
impact strength and gait outcomes, it also demonstrates the
need for larger high quality trials with carefully con-
structed and reported rehabilitation program parameters
focused on outcomes of interest for the patient. While
improvement in strength is beneficial, a focus on using
progressive resistance training for functional performance
and mobility may be of more importance for patients.
Given the increasing number of hip fractures, it is essential
to improve rehabilitative interventions to benefit patients,
caregivers, and health care systems.
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